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Status of our Extension Requests

• After submitting our 90-day extension proposal, FEMA/SAMHSA asked California to submit a 30 day extension proposal.

• Due to the holidays, FEMA acknowledged they needed more time to review our larger proposal.

• The 30 day extension proposal was submitted and we hope to hear of its approval soon, it would extend the program to March 11th.

• DHCS is submitting a 60 day extension proposal, which would extend the program until May 10th.

• DHCS intends to also apply for another 90 day extension that will be a phase down to program end on August 8th, 2022.
Contract Amendments

• When we receive approval of the 30 day extension, we will send out simple amendments to extend the program.

• Please sign and return via docusign.

• We expect the 30 day extension will continue the current funding levels.
Invoices

• Please stay up to date on sending in your invoices.

• Revised invoice template is on the repository site and is for invoices for September forward. Please use updated template.

• You can send in supplemental invoices with the new invoice, back to September.

• Repository site also includes the Travel Expense Form, which must be filled out with google maps for mileage attached.

• FEMA has notified us that mileage rates have increased on January 1, 2022 to $0.585/mile from $0.56/mile.
Serving Individuals who are Deaf or Have Hearing Impairments

- FEMA/SAMHSA is interested in how we are serving these individuals.

- If you have counselors that know American Sign Language (ASL), please put your agency in the chat. If you know the number of counselors that have this skill, include the number.

- Look for a survey monkey on this topic that will be sent to the P.C.s this next week.

- We understand that most clinics are required to have this service for those who are in-person, but do any of you provide this virtually?

- How would those subs and counselors who know ASL like to receive these referrals?
Masks and At-Home Test Kits

• FEMA allows reimbursement for disposable masks only.
• Free N-95 masks are now available at many pharmacies and some subs have received free N-95 masks through their counties.
• Some subs have ordered free tests through this link:
  • iHealth Test Order · Starter Portal (powerappsportals.us)
Requirements on Subs

• The fifth Summary of Accomplishments covers December and January and is due February 4th.

• We will continue requiring summaries until the program end.
Other Issues

• Next Admin Mtg has not been scheduled yet.

• If there are no changes to the budget and the extensions are approved, do you want to have a February meeting?